Global risk of cardiovascular disease
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UK death rates from coronary heart disease are among the highest in the world. This is because the UK has high levels of standard risk factors and a low level of intervention on those risk factors. The most important modifiable cardiovascular risk factors are dyslipidaemia (particularly high LDL cholesterol and low HDL cholesterol), smoking, hypertension, glucose intolerance, and central obesity. Intervention strategies that do not target those individuals at highest cardiovascular risk are likely to be less cost effective. Global risk estimation is increasingly recognised by management guidelines as a clinically and cost effective means of guiding treatment. However, an over reliance on short term absolute risk may result in under treatment of young people (particularly women) at high relative risk and over treatment of older people (particularly men) at low relative risk.

Despite understanding more about the aetiology and pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease and having more effective tools to prevent these diseases, the burden of cardiovascular disease is likely to worsen rather than improve over the next 20 years. In terms of global burden of disease, in 1999 the World Health Organization (WHO) placed ischaemic heart disease in sixth place and stroke in seventh place, but by 2020 they will have moved to first and fourth place, respectively. Total cardiovascular deaths from coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke, and other forms of cardiovascular disease are expected to almost double from 13.1 million in 1990 to 24.8 million in 2020. All cause mortality will also increase, reflecting the world’s increasing population, but the projected increase (35%) is small compared with the expected increase in cardiovascular deaths.

The explanation for this increase in cardiovascular disease is that most of the world is in the process of developing, and as populations develop and adopt their exposure to the standard risk factors for cardiovascular disease increases—for example, people get older, they smoke more, exercise less, drink more alcohol, their body weight increases, and intake of saturated fat and salt increases, while potassium intake decreases (because of lower consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables).

WHO data on global CHD mortality (1988 to 1991) show that the UK death rate from CHD is one of the highest in the world. The USA has achieved a pronounced reduction in CHD mortality over the past 30 years while former Eastern bloc countries, such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary, have seen a notable increase and currently have the highest CHD mortality rates. Huge population swings in disease mortality over a short time indicate that the disease cannot primarily be a genetic disorder. Indeed, CHD is primarily an environmental problem.

In the UK, CHD is the most common cause of premature death. It results in one in four male deaths and one in six female deaths, and caused around 125 000 deaths in 2000.2 There are around 274 000 myocardial infarctions each year. CHD costs the National Health Service around £1.6 billion each year, only 1% of which is spent on primary prevention. The overall cost of CHD to the UK economy is around £10 billion each year.3

CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS

The high UK cardiovascular death rate can be explained by the fact that there are high levels of standard risk factors and a low level of intervention on those risk factors. Over 300 CHD risk factors have been cited in the literature. Table 1 lists those risk factors that are generally considered to be the most important. Non-modifiable risk factors are age, sex, family history, and, to a limited extent, genes. Birthweight is also included, in line with Barker’s hypothesis.4

There are 11 major modifiable risk factors, the most important of which is low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol. A person with very low LDL cholesterol almost certainly will not have a myocardial infarction. The rural Japanese and Chinese have high rates of smoking but low rates of myocardial infarction and this is in part because they have very low concentrations of LDL cholesterol. That is commensurate with animal experimental data, which show the pivotal role of LDL cholesterol in producing atherosclerosis. In addition to dyslipidaemia, other key modifiable risk factors are smoking, hypertension, glucose intolerance, and central obesity (the latter being a more reliable indicator of cardiovascular risk than body mass index).

The frequency distribution of LDL cholesterol is shifted to the right in patients with coronary artery disease but there is considerable overlap with controls.5 However, the importance of lipids at the population level can be clearly shown by comparing cholesterol distribution in Japan (which has low cholesterol and a very low incidence of myocardial infarction) and Finland (which has notably higher cholesterol concentrations and a very high incidence of myocardial infarction).

Protective factors in terms of CHD include moderate alcohol intake, exercise, dietary monounsaturated fats (largely obtained from olive
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oil and rape seed oil, although red meat also has a high monounsaturated fat content), fruit and vegetables, high HDL cholesterol, fish, and, at least in secondary prevention and some primary prevention, aspirin. The mortality rate for CHD is much higher in men than women. People have concluded from this that oestrogen is protective in some way, although there is growing evidence to suggest that this is not the case. An individual's risk of CHD can only be determined by taking account of all of these different risk factors and protective factors.

**RISK STRATIFICATION**

It is important to appreciate that the various risk factors for CHD interact. Historically, individual risk factors have been managed in isolation of other concomitant problems. Hugh Tunstall-Pedoe commented over 10 years ago: “Coronary risk is multifactorial, but most medical algorithms for risk factor management, while paying lip service to the others, consider them one at a time.” Thus, different specialists—diabetologists, lipidologists, blood pressure specialists—have traditionally focused on individual risk factors. For example, a patient with a fasting glucose greater than 7 mmol/l was diagnosed as diabetic and treated, and a patient with systolic blood pressure repeatedly greater than 160 mm Hg was diagnosed as hypertensive and treated. The concept of “global risk”—taking account of all risk factors to estimate an individual’s absolute risk of CHD—was introduced to guide treatment of patients with hyperlipidaemia, but it is equally important in diabetes and hypertension.

However, progress has been made and the most recent US Joint National Committee report on hypertension management introduced a crude classification of risk. It defines three levels of blood pressure and three groupings of risk factors: no risk factors and no target organ damage; one risk factor (not diabetes) and no target organ damage; and a higher risk group with target organ damage or CHD. Depending on the risk group and the level of blood pressure, lifestyle modification or drug treatment plus lifestyle modification is recommended.

The idea of basing management on risk stratification continued with the British Hypertension Society (BHS) 1999 guidelines for management of hypertension, which introduced thresholds for intervention. Essentially, these guidelines recommend treatment if the blood pressure is \( \geq 160/100 \) mm Hg, no treatment if it is \( < 140/90 \) mm Hg, and examination of risk factor status if it is in the “grey area” of \( 140-159/90-99 \) mm Hg. In this third group, treatment is recommended if the individual has target organ damage, cardiovascular complications or diabetes, or if their estimated 10 year CHD risk is \( \geq 15\% \). The BHS guidelines therefore introduced a global risk estimate of when to treat for a large proportion of the population.

A global risk estimate is also included in the National Service Framework (NSF) for CHD, which recommends lipid lowering treatment with statins if patients have a greater than 30% chance of a coronary event over the next 10 years. There is, in fact, evidence showing benefits with lipid lowering at 6% risk, one fifth of the level at which the NSF recommends treatment, and this recommendation has therefore little to do with science and is purely based on financial considerations.

The BHS guidelines also advise on when to give low dose aspirin according to risk: the drug is recommended for all patients requiring secondary prevention and in primary prevention above a certain level of risk, defined here as patients aged 50 years and over who have satisfactory control of their blood pressure and target organ damage, diabetes or a 10 year CHD risk of \( \geq 15\% \).

**HOW TO CALCULATE AN INDIVIDUAL’S RISK**

Intervention strategies that do not target patients at highest cardiovascular risk are likely to be less cost effective than those that do. There are several different systems for evaluating an individual’s risk of CHD. The Dundee risk disc is a simple system in principle; it can, however, be tricky to use. The American Heart Association system is based on data from the Framingham study. This small cohort study (5209 subjects) also forms the basis for the Joint British Societies’ coronary risk prediction chart and for risk charts used in several other countries. A further system is based on data from the British regional heart study, while another system has been based on the German PROCAM (prospective cardiovascular Münster) cohort.

Each of these risk assessment systems includes different variables. They also differ in how they quantify the standard variables, such as smoking. The Dundee risk disc differentiates between never-smoker, ex-smoker (quantified in terms of years since stopping), pipes and cigars, and the average number of cigarettes per day. The British regional heart study risk function uses “years smoked”, which was found to be the best predictor in that database. The systems based on Framingham data, and on the PROCAM data, simply have a yes/no answer, which means that a person smoking one cigarette a day is classified as a smoker while someone who stopped a year ago having smoked 60 cigarettes a day for 40 years is classified as a non-smoker. That clearly is an important problem. This demonstrates that the data entered into these scores are crude, and so can only lead to crude risk estimates.

Framingham risk factor scoring calculates a 10 year estimated risk of CHD based on points allocated for age, total cholesterol, smoking status, high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, and systolic blood pressure. Most of the risk assessment systems that are currently widely used are based on the Framingham data. There has been debate as to whether it is reasonable to extrapolate data collected from a white middle class population in Massachusetts to other parts of the world. However, a study from Sheffield[1] found little difference between the line of identity and the regression line between Framingham data and the northern European PROCAM database (fig 1).

Using the Framingham score, the Joint British Societies produced two systems for calculating absolute risk of CHD: the cardiac risk assessor computer program and the CHD risk chart. It could be argued that we should be assessing cardiovascular disease risk rather than CHD risk, as it is important to know an individual’s risk of stroke as well as of myocardial infarction. However, when the Joint British Societies’ systems were being prepared, other systems that assessed CHD risk were already available and it was thought that cardiovascular disease risk charts might cause confusion. The CHD risk can be converted to give a rough estimate of cardiovascular disease risk by multiplying by 4/3 (for example, a 30% CHD risk is...
equivalent to a 40% cardiovascular disease risk), although the conversion is less accurate at the extremes of age.

The Joint British Societies’ risk chart takes account of sex, age, smoking status, systolic blood pressure, and total:HDL cholesterol ratio. This gives a guide to the individual’s level of CHD risk, dividing it into three groups:

- > 30% estimated risk over the next 10 years
- 15–30% risk over the next 10 years
- < 15% risk over the next 10 years.

Separate charts are produced for non-diabetic and diabetic subjects, although, it might be argued that a patient with diabetes should automatically attract treatment as for secondary prevention and that risk does not need to be calculated. The chart is relatively simple to use and is the most accurate of all the available risk charts. There are, however, a few inherent problems. One of these is that the use of short term absolute risk as a determinant of intervention causes under-treatment of young people at high relative risk and over-treatment of older people at low relative risk. For example, a 32 year old woman, even if she is diabetic, a smoker, has a total cholesterol:HDL ratio of 10, and a systolic blood pressure of 180 mm Hg, does not reach the 30% risk level at which intervention is recommended. In contrast, most elderly men would qualify for intervention simply on account of their age and sex. The European approach is to “project” young people with high levels of risk factors to age 60 and to base treatment decisions on the resulting estimated level of risk, which is one way of avoiding the ageism and sexism inherent in these charts.

The computerised Joint British Societies' risk factor assessment is based on the following variables: sex, age, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, smoker (yes/no), serum cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, diabetes (yes/no), and left ventricular hypertrophy on ECG (yes/no). There are limitations with this scoring system. For example, as for smoking, the scoring system for diabetes is based on a yes/no answer rather than on the HbA1C concentration, and so it does not reflect the fact that risk is graded across the scale for glucose concentrations, as it is for smoking habit. However, the computerised assessment is more accurate than the charts, it is easy to use, and it has helped doctors in their interaction with patients.

There are seven ideal requirements of a risk factor scoring system:

- simple
- comprehensive
- cheap
- valid and predictive (which means it should be based on the population to which it is going to be applied, which is very difficult)

CONCLUSION

Intervention strategies that do not target those at highest cardiovascular risk are likely to be less cost effective. Global risk estimation, taking account of all risk factors to produce an assessment of an individual’s absolute risk of CHD, is increasingly recognised by management guidelines as a clinically and cost effective means of guiding treatment. However, the limitations of using short term absolute risk to determine intervention need to be recognised.
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Learning points

- Coronary heart disease is not primarily a genetic disorder
- Worldwide, cardiovascular disease is going to get worse, particularly in developing countries. It is essential that appropriate strategies are developed to deal with this
- The absolute risk score—global risk score—is appropriate and should be applied to diabetes and blood pressure, not just to lipids. But it is necessary to be aware that concentrating on short term absolute risk will divert resources to old men at the expense of “at risk” young people
- user friendly
- easily interpreted by the doctor and the patient
- useful (to identify those at high risk, to motivate patients and doctors, to monitor their well-being as a result of interventions, and to improve management). It will be difficult for one scoring system to meet all those requirements, and methods of evaluating absolute risk, if they are to be widely used, involve a trade-off between accuracy and simplicity. But the absolute risk score—a global risk score—is a really useful tool to guide risk management, as long as its shortcomings are recognised.
DISCUSSION

Professor Ritchie: Is coronary risk passé and cardiovascular risk the way forward?

Professor Poulter: The revised Joint British Societies’ guidelines that will be coming out next year are going to move towards cardiovascular risk, and I hope that all the other guidelines will make a similar move.

Question: How do we interpret left ventricular hypertrophy [LVH] that has arisen in an athletic youth in terms of coronary risk?

Professor Poulter: No-one really knows the answer to this. It can be associated with sudden death, but in terms of risk it is clearly different from the LVH that has come about through hypertension. There is currently no way of dealing with this in risk assessment.

Comment: I would like to defend the Framingham study. Although it is a relatively small cohort in present terms, when set up in the 1950s it was probably seen as quite large. And it has certainly helped us in terms of the power to predict important risk factors.

Professor Poulter: I thoroughly agree with you. I don’t think there is much wrong with Framingham.

Comment: I think your point of trying to quantify risk in a useful way is very important. Most of the population at large in the UK understands very little about risk.

Professor Poulter: Since UK doctors have been arguing about cholesterol until the last few years, it is difficult to expect the population to know what is going on. We are still arguing about salt (although the rest of the world has accepted this) and until the medical profession can reach agreement the general population has got little chance. Even if we start agreeing what the risk factors are, there are difficulties in getting the message across. Do you tell a patient about relative risk, for example, that they are five times more likely to have a heart attack than someone else of their age, or do you say they have a 1 in 100 000 chance?

Question: Why are the CHD figures so poor in the UK relative to France and the USA where people have apparently less healthy lifestyles? Is it because of earlier use of statins and aspirin in those countries?

Professor Poulter: They do use more statins and aspirin, but the perception that the French have got a less healthy lifestyle than us is wrong. Their total fat intake is about the same as ours but their diet includes much more monounsaturated fat. They eat three times the amount of fresh fruit and vegetables than people in Scotland. Remember too that we are talking about a chronic degenerative disease. It can be misleading to try to relate current levels of risk factors to current levels of coronary events. You have got to go back 40 or 50 years at which point smoking in 20 year olds was much more common in Britain than in France. So, we are now seeing the impact of what happened in the 1950s. The American risk factor status is very much better than ours.
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